
fully automated data forecasting 

Predict Better, React Sooner.
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High Speed Forecast 
Publishing for your 
important data. 

Forecast any or all 
your data quickly. 

React sooner to 
patterns, trends and 
risks. 

Save time, money 
and resources.

Plan and make better 
decisions using our 
revolutionary 
technology. 



Who is Acclaimed Labs? 

Not a traditional startup. 
Judson Smith founded Acclaimed Labs in 2010 after a successful career 
in the electronic payments industry. The goal was to predict data better 
and faster than existing market solutions. Our small team of 
shareholders comes from the Financial, IT and Legal worlds. 

Anticipating the rising demand for data science and expert statistical 
skills, our company employed a team of in-house statisticians to fully 
automate their statistical job functions and create an institutional-grade 
predictive forecasting platform.  (continued)
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Your Data Example



Who is Acclaimed Labs (continued)? 

We have been working in our lab for years, building and perfecting 
our sophisticated, fully-automated data forecasting product. 

We have tested and forecasted many types of time-stamped data 
and used it over time to refine and perfect the accuracy of our 
solution.

We have generated thousands of institutional-grade forecasts 
from many industries, including testing of financial fundamental 
data, merchant data, retail data, health and patient data, as well 
as economic, energy and manufacturing data. 
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Your Data Example



Who is Acclaimed Labs (continued)? 

Our company is self-funded.
This has allowed our in-house team of highly skilled statisticians and 
data scientists to focus on automating their jobs without outside 
investment pressure. 
It took many years to code such a sophisticated, stable, robust 
product. We know that we are fortunate to have had this time to 
perfect our innovative statistical forecasting solution. 
In 2018, with the finished product, we have a desire to work with 
forward-looking, innovative clients who need better, faster 
forecasting for themselves, or want to use Acclaimed Labs as a 
revenue generating, value-added technology for their own clients. 
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Your Data Example



What does 
Acclaimed Labs do, 
and how?

Our powerful 
technology efficiently 
models and forecasts 
your data, using an 
institutional-grade, 
ensemble suite of 
flexible models to 
form predictive 
forecasts. 

What we do?
We efficiently model and forecast your time-
stamped data through our technology. Our 
technology core is an ensemble suite of flexible 
statistical models and powerful algorithms that 
compute data using high-speed modeling 
automation to form future predictions, and publish 
a forecast for our clients.  
How? 

Our high performance technology runs many 
combinations of data models and algorithms in 
high-speed automation, eliminating some models 
and combining others to generate an ensemble 
predictive model for your data. 
Note: The ensemble modeling and forecasting 
method is one of the most difficult to produce, and 
delivers increased accuracy over our competitors’ 
products. The ensemble modeling and forecasting 
method is extremely sophisticated and is one of 
the most desired methods used for banking or 
trading institutions that look for a true competitive 
advantage or edge. We took no shortcuts in 
building our product.
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Modern 
Forecasting 
Technology that 
transforms the 
way you plan 
and do business. 

� Most existing data forecasting 
solutions focus on traditional 
regression modeling, using 
Fourier transformations to deal 
with multiple seasonality. 

� Acclaimed Labs uses modern 
models and modern 
programming languages 
better suited to noisy, heavily 
seasonal and cyclical data. This 
translates to unlimited value 
added to data in many 
industries.

� Acclaimed Labs’ sophisticated 
models allow our clients to 
generate more accurate, 
shorter and longer-range 
forecasts. 
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Institutional 
Grade Results. 

Easily predict a 
year, or many 
more, in 
advance. 

� Exceptionally, our technology 
publishes up to 3 + years of 
internal historical predictive 
forecast errors on your 
quarterly data, one of many 
institutional-grade features 
in our fully-automated data 
forecasting technology. 
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How do we forecast 
better and faster?

Our technology uses 
a proprietary mix of 
extremely powerful, 
Open Source 
programming 
languages. 

� Using a clever mix of Open 
Source programming 
languages, we’ve engineered 
a virtually unlimited, 
expansible model repository. 

� Our sophisticated solution 
uses an ensemble modeling 
approach to forecast and 
easily generate the most 
difficult-to-produce, and 
most desirable statistical 
forecasts for the behavior 
being predicted. 
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We used a powerful, proprietary combination of Modern, Open Source Software (OSS) 
such as Python and R to complete our fully automated data forecasting platform. This 
gives our solution the ability to be scaled and customized in an unlimited capacity. 

The use of Open Source Software 
is important and relevant to our 
clients due to the power, speed 
and scalability it represents. 
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What retail, merchant or 
financial data could you 
forecast better? 

What about your merchants, 
clients and partners?

Allow your ecosystem to 
benefit from our innovative, 
sophisticated, value-added 
technology. 



Clarity with 
Professional 
Grade 
Forecasts.

� Works with monthly or 
quarterly data.

� Gives intuitive, actionable 
insights.

� Reveals patterns, trends and 
potential risks in your data. 

� Looks sleek, straightforward, 
and simple - no comments. 

� Publishes historical back 
testing results.

� Eliminates human time 
delays, data interpretation, 
schedules, and biases. 
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Unlimited Value. 

Locate: 

1. Patterns
2. Trends
3. Potential Risks

React sooner. 
Plan better. 

No more coding. Automated, actionable forecasts allow your 
planners to more efficiently optimize the distribution of your 
organization’s assets and resources. 

� Large-scale, high-speed data modeling and forecasting saves money 
and improves insight. 

� Automation solves high-level skill gaps and eliminates possible 
human bias and/or contamination.
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Many Organizations in the 
Financial, Health, Retail 
and Airline Industries need 
to forecast ancillary data 
variables that affect their 
Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI’s). 

Acclaimed Labs enables 
your organization
to generate a forecast for 
nearly any monthly and 
quarterly time stamped 
data. 

-Payroll Data
-Losses Data
-Insurance Data
-Returns Data
-Inventory Data
-Interchange Data
-Patient Data
-Chargeback Data
-Legal Data
-Credit Card Data
-Transportation Data
-Travel Data
-Product Data
-Retail/Ecommerce
-Write offs/ Losses
-Fuel/Oil/Energy
-Acquisition Activity
-Investment Activity



Our Unique Background. 

We predicted Airline 
Revenues for more than 5 
years as we built and 
automated our robust 
models and algorithms. 
Your data now enjoys the 
benefits of our heavy-duty 
modeling technology that’s 
designed to uncover and 
reveal patterns, trends and 
opportunities.

1. Competitive Edge
2. Competitive Advantages

� We’ve tested, honed and 
proven our automated 
technology with inherently 
noisy, seasonal, highly 
cyclical, and difficult-to-
predict airline data.

� Our sophisticated ensemble 
method of modeling and 
forecasting airline data now 
brings unparalleled value to 
your Health, Energy, Retail, 
and Financial data. 
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“We can forecast airline revenues 
with institutional accuracy (95%+ 
average accuracy), up to a year 
out, in an automated manner. 
This includes publishing internal 
historical predictive errors, with 
the click of one button. We can 
now deploy our powerful 
technology to nearly any other 
industry with data forecasting 
needs.”

- Acclaimed Labs Shareholder



Thinking 

BIGGER.

Our Value Added 
Technology  can :

1. Generate revenue 
2. Retain clients 
3. Build relationships

� Provide a new value-added technology/service to your ecosystem.

� Resell data forecasts to your client base or ecosystem.

� Build new channels of business, and enter new markets.

� Private-label our fully automated forecasting services.
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Affiliate / Partner Revenue Opportunities and Possible Scenarios 

”Many organizations do not have a central forecasting solution capable 
of modeling and forecasting data, instead relying on common office 
spreadsheets, or gut feelings to project or estimate important values. We 
solve that with our professional grade technology and forecasts.” 

- Judson Smith Founder/CEO Acclaimed Labs
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What retail, merchant or 
financial data can you 
forecast or predict better to 
generate and grow 
revenues?

Many Organizations in the Financial, Health, 
Retail and Airline Industries need to forecast 
ancillary data variables that affect their Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI’s). 

Acclaimed Labs allows your organization
to generate a forecast any monthly and 
quarterly data time stamped data set with 
ease. 

-Payroll
-Losses
-Insurance
-Inventory
-Legal
-Charge Types
-Transportation
-Travel
-Products
-Hiring
-Write offs/ Losses
-Fuel/Oil
-Acquisition Activity
-Investment Activity

According to 
McKinsey Global 
Institute, there is a 
projected shortage of 
more than 200,000 
high level statisticians 
with deep analytical 
and forecasting skills 
through the year 
2018. 



Automated vs. 
Human 
Forecasting 

Yes, we paid our in-
house statisticians to 
code and automate 
their job duties in a 
detailed, 
comprehensive 
manner. 

� Saves time, money and resources. 

� No backlogs, schedules or communication issues.

� No human interpretation errors or biases. 

� No office p0litics, scheduling or work flow conflicts. 

� Fast, affordable turnaround. 

� Best possible statistically-based forecasts available today.

� Improved client retention efforts.

� Reacting sooner. Any forecasts now take minutes to generate.  
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Statistician to:

Statistician 
Data Scientist
Programmer
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Necessity is the Mother of all Inventions. 

Our team of statisticians built a platform of sophisticated, automated forecasting and publishing tools using R and Python.
We focused on heavily cyclical, seasonal and noisy time-stamped data (time-series data) that is historically difficult to predict. e.g. airline data. 
Our solution combines modern data science and powerful open source software libraries in an innovative manner. 

The Process:

A suite of statistical tools leverage concepts from data mining, machine learning and statistical methods. 

The algorithm architecture is a three step process:

1.) Data reduction using manifold learning,
2.) Poor models are discarded and
3.) High value models are aggregated using ensemble methods.

Model results are evaluated using cross validation, e.g. from the back test errors. 
Each model is manually optimized after analyzing error diagnostics. 
Feature engineering aggregates high value data indicators to extract information from high dimensional space.

Additional feature engineering: Integrated Artificial Neural Network designed for time-stamped data.
We train the network on the time-stamped data (time-series data) minus one year, use a feed forward network, a hidden layer and a predefined 
set of nodes. 

Technology self-publishes.   



What time-stamped 
data do you want to 
predict or forecast 
better and faster? 

Acclaimed Labs 
replaces the need for 
highly skilled 
statisticians with our 
data science-based, 
high quality, fully 
automated data 
forecasting services. 

� Revenues

� Expenses

� Sales

� Capacity

� Channels

� Create your own

� Health

� Airline

� Energy

� Retail

� Financial

� Bring your own
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Monthly and Quarterly Forecasts Industries

” Currently in 2018, the Global labor market is in an accelerating 
demand trend for highly skilled, highly paid statisticians. We solve 
that demand with modern automation.”

- Judson Smith Founder/CEO Acclaimed Labs 



Thank you for 
your time.

Acclaimed Labs would like to do business with your organization –
we are confident that our technology can deliver disruptive value to 
your company. 

Some ideas to starting a relationship between our two companies: 

� We can forecast your organization’s data. 

� We can forecast your client’s data.

� We can partner together to generate revenue. 

� You may purchase a copy of our source code and technology. 

� You may acquire our company to fully exploit our technology. 

� We can be reached at contact@acclaimedlabs.com
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